
Modernise datacentre
infrastructure

Move workloads to hosted
cloud services

Exploit traditional hosting and
/ or managed services

59%
say major priority to

43%
say major priority to

22%
say major priority to

57%
say some focus

46%
say some focus

37%
say some focus

Priorities for enhancing delivery in a digital world

Cloud and hosted
services are important,
but modernising the
datacentre is key

The approach you choose will depend on your needs and constraints

Do specific solutions figure in your plans going forward?

Continued enhancements
have made Microso�
virtualisation solutions
increasingly attractive

What role do di�erent platform technologies play?

Hyper-converged
infrastructure is
emerging as a big
part of the mix

Traditional dedicated
system stacks

Relatively static virtualised
environments

Dynamic virtualised or hyper-
converged environments

Full public cloud style platforms
running on premise

VM

VM

VM
Data

Traditional

Emerging

23%

28%

34%

32%

39% 30%

39% 26%

38% 21%

33% 20%

strategic tactical possible role

But a range of considerations limit uptake of new platform capabilities

Building your own
hyper-converged
solution isn’t easy

76% 81% 82%

Storage Spaces
Direct

Hyper-V Windows Network
Virtualisation

Leveraging supplier knowledge, experience and resources can help

Options exist for 
you to fast-track 
to value safely and
cost-e�ectively

COSTS RISKS SKILLS RESOURCES

61% 61% 32% 29%

36% 37% 57% 56%

significant hurdle significant hurdle significant hurdle significant hurdle

hurdle to a degree hurdle to a degree hurdle to a degree hurdle to a degree

Alternatives to the total
DIY approach

BLUEPRINT-DRIVEN CONFIGURATION

CUSTOMISED TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS

Level of benefit in relation to:

Minimising
costs

Minimising
risks

Dealing with
skills issues

Speeding
up delivery

39%

43%

29%

32%

42%

44%

55%

44%

Seen as a compelling benefit Seen as a worthwhile benefit

46%

42%

47%

49%

46%

43%

54%

52%

Reference architectures to deal with common 
workload types or deployment scenarios

Having a supplier pre-integrate systems, then
deliver a fully supported turn-key platform

RELEVANCE OF ALTERNATIVE 
DELIVERY OPTIONS

Do it all
yourself

Select
and go

Self-design
and

self-integrate

Self-integrate
using reference

architecture

Custom build-to
order (your

unique spec)

Standard

appliance

Build-to-order
using reference

architecture

74% 77% 74% 82% 76%

Do you see a benefit in working with suppliers who can
o�er a wide range of delivery options?

Choosing the
right supplier is
key to success

28%

71%

possibly

yes 1%
no

Further Reading

For a full discussion of the research, please see the report entitled

“Application Platforms Matter”, downloadable from the Fujitsu website here.

FAST-TRACK TO VALUE WITH FUJITSU INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

for
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